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Next Meeting
Tuesday, July 14, 6pm, Bennett Pointe Grill !!!

Program:
“A building block for the next generation of ham
FM radios”
By Steve Jackson, KZ1X

Steve provided the following brief description for his
presentation: "A small US based company better
known for supplying ham radio HF amplifier kits has
recently introduced a 2 meter, 222, and 440 MHz FM
transceiver module. It is intended to be a building
block for many people who construct their own ham
equipment. This new module is simple and
inexpensive enough, however, that many hams who
would not have previously considered building their
own gear may change their minds."
Steve has been very active in the ham community for
many years and is on the board of OCRA. This is not
Steve's first DFMA program. He presented an
excellent talk on antenna modeling several years ago.

President’s Corner
Greetings everyone!
A round of applause to all those who came out for
Field Day. I don't think I've ever seen such fast setup
and teardown. In addition, the scope of some of the
antennas that were installed was quite impressive -the 40 meter set up across Wilson's Pond was a sight
to behold. Good job everyone!
We had our usual set of operating challenges, but it
looks like we could again be a leading contender
for where we wind up in the national rankings.
Again.... yeah team!!
Steve’s program for the Tuesday’s meeting looks
exciting. I'm looking forward to seeing all of you
there!
73, Michael, KK4EIB

DFMA Elections: August Meeting
Our annual election of Officers and At-Large Board
members will be held at our August Bullock's dinner
meeting. The board has asked me to serve again this
year as the head of the nominating committee (I am
not a candidate for office). I will present the list of
candidates at the August meeting. The following
individuals have already expressed a desire to serve
on the DFMA board and are candidates for the
positions indicated.

2013
Officer Candidates
President - Dee Ramm (KU4GC)
Vice President - Karen Snyder (KD4YJZ)
Treasurer - M.K. Ramm (W4MKR)
Secretary - Dan Eddleman (KR4UB)
Repeater Manager - Charlie Durst (NC4CD)
At-Large Member Candidates (in alphabetical order)
Bob Clarke (W4RWC)
Michael North (KK4EIB)
Mark Sidell (KR3AM)
Those running for officer positions are currently
unopposed; however, nominations from the floor can
be included as candidates for any available position
on the board. Dan Whitehead (KK4DMS) and Karen
Snyder (KD4YJZ) will be in the second year of their
two-year terms. The Officers will be elected first, so
should Karen be elected for the Officer position, there
will be 3 open At-Large positions to fill (we currently
have 3 candidates for the 3 potential At-Large
positions).
If there are any other members that would like to run
for a position on the board, please contact me at
phone# 919-260-3999. As noted earlier,
nominations from the floor will be accepted, but I
would prefer to know in advance in case I need to
prepare paper ballots.
Two DFMA members that are not candidates will be
selected at the meeting to count the ballots (if
necessary) and certify the election results.
73, Skip, WB4P

Post OCRA/DFMA Field Day 2015
The logistics view
Before jumping into this, I read what I had written
last year. It is amazing how much was the same and,
then again, quite a lot changed. So what follows, is a
very heavy edit of last year’s report. You’re welcome
to compare this to the July 2014 Link.
In spite of menacing early weather reports, the
weather wasn’t all that bad for Field Day. Except for
some down time on Saturday evening, the weather
wasn’t half as bad as advertised. And quoting from
last year: “Sunday was downright beautiful.”
Again, the site was also beautiful! We were spread
out more than last year, partly to take better
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advantage of Chris (K4OGP) Lamb’s land and to make
use of Chris’s barn loft. (If you didn’t get up there,
those two words paint the wrong picture. It had air
conditioning, a great view and electric trains). This
helped make up for the loss of the two SMAT vehicles
that Steve, W3AHL, was able to get for us in previous
years. Access to the power from the barn also
allowed us to again meet last year’s goal of not
running generators for the whole event.
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than last year. (When I say close calls, I don’t mean
that something fell and it missed everyone. I’m just
referring to situations where you wish the margin of
safety could have been a bit larger.) We really do
seem to be getting better.
Since MK, W4MKR, and I were responsible for the
field kitchen, I guess I’m qualified to comment on
that. Using the nice Lamb garage again made things
very convenient. Because of the deluges forecast
early in the week, we brought both the 10x20 shelter
that we own and had the DFMA’s 10x10 pop-up
shelter available. We decided we really didn’t need to
set up either of them. Otherwise, the griddle that
Wilson supplied for cooking sausage worked very
well. MK and I have much of it down to a routine but
help with the lifting, loading and unloading was very
much appreciated. And, of course, cooking the
sausage Sunday morning was ably handled by Lad
W4ORD.
Skip, WB4P, again treated the setup crew to a
marvelous lunch on Friday. Thank you Skip! I predict
that next year we’ll have even more people there for
setup.

Dan (KR4UB) and Wilson (W4BOH), driving a ground
rod next to the MCU

Speaking of power, Dan, KR4UB, again did wonders in
helping get power distributed in as safe a way as
possible. He also spent a good part of Friday
making sure that everything that needed to be
was properly grounded. Wilson with the big
tractor and small boom and Dan with the garden
tractor and cart made an efficient team, pounding
in ground rods with the power pounder and
topping them and other metal rods with the
ubiquitous orange plastic safety caps (designed
for rebar – used for Field Day at W4MKR’s
suggestion).

So far I’ve pretty much followed the outline of last
year’s report. Before thanking the people that I
believe deserve thanks (from a support standpoint.
Remember that I’m not talking about radios,
antennas, operating, etc.), I want to comment on the
one thing that was dramatically different.
Wilson (since he had so little to do  ) suggested that

This was the second year that Friday setup was
allowed. Again this year most teams were able
do the bulk of the setup work on Friday. This
makes Saturday morning a lot less hectic. All, in
all, it seems a much less stressful approach to
setup.
The tower raising and lowering went relatively
smoothly. There are always some tense moments
but we do seem to be acquiring some group
experience. There seemed to be fewer close calls

Russ (KM4DVD), Steve (W3AHL), Bruce (N1LN) and Mark
(KR3AM) tending the raising of Steve’s push-up tubular tower.
Picture courtesy of KK4DMS
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we have a potluck dinner Friday night. He
generously offered to cook some (a lot of) pork in his

Road and took them back on Sunday. Even more
importantly, the three coolers were full of ice. MK
and I are always able to hit up one of our favorite
restaurants, Blu Seafood and Bar, for two coolers of
ice, but that is not enough for a multiday event.
Adriano, KV7D, also provided a cooler of ice. This
was particularly useful because of the extra needs for
the potluck dinner.
Dan, KK4DMS, stepped forward to the information
table and was always ready to help wherever needed.
Of course, the greatest thanks are owed to Dee Anne
Lamb and Wilson for providing this extraordinary
site (with help from Chris and Robin Lamb for the
eastern part of the property as well as their dog
Friendly). The two clubs again presented Dee Anne
with a gift certificate from a plant nursery as a token
of our appreciation.

Wilson (W4BOH) puts the final touches on some of the
pork while Tim (KJ4OLI) sacrifices himself as a taste
tester Picture courtesy of KR4UB

smoker for the main meat dish. Around 40 people
stepped up and brought marvelous dishes. There
were literally (almost) tons of food. And enough
tables and chairs were collected so that everyone
could sit down. Also, a number of spouses were able
to participate (how else do you get the food?  )
The consensus seemed to be: ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
I also want to single out some people who helped us
with the food and logistics. Don, KE4UVJ. Brought
coolers etc. from the DFMA storage shed on Hoover

Visiting from OC Emergency Services, Lieutenant Pope
aka Chris, KG4CFX, looks on as Doug (KA5ETS) works 6
meters in Steve’s “Field Day Hilton”
Picture courtesy of KR4UB

Again, thanks for all the help from everyone involved!
- Dee, KU4GC

(More Field Day Pictures at the end)

Antennas for Everyone
- Max, KO4TV (From the June, 1998 DFMA
Link)
(Below is a copy of Max’s next article on building
antennas. More reprints of Max’s articles are planned
for a future edition of the Link. - Dee, KU4GC, editor)

The Directional J-Pole
This one is really nothing new, just an adaptation of
our old friend, the J-Pole. Most of you who have done
much antenna construction realize how difficult it is
to feed a vertically-polarized antenna without either
the mast, coax or both getting in the plane of the
elements and skewing the signal. Also, trying to stack
two Yagis in either a side-by-side pattern or a
collinear array presents problems with gamma match
adjustment, phasing line lengths and impedance.
Without a doubt, one of the simplest and most
effective omnidirectional antennas for VHF and UHF,
as well as the upper HF bands, is the old reliable
JPole. It is simple to feed from the bottom, has
nothing extending beyond its base to get in the way
of the radiation pattern, and is inherently grounded
for lightning protection if properly installed. If we
add another half-wave section on top of a simple oneelement J-Pole, using a quarter-wave stub for proper
phasing, we pick up about 3 db gain. But, we still have
an omnidirectional antenna, which presents
problems with interference off the back side of the
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desired path and less than optimum gain in the
desired direction.
If you have built either a single or double J-Pole, or
plan to build one in the future, here is an easy way to
convert it to a directional antenna which can be
easily rotated by a standard TV rotor. The
dimensions given are for a 2 meter antenna, but can
be scaled for any desired frequency.
1. Obtain one or two pieces of Plexiglass, Lucite, or
even hardwood, approximately 34 inches long, 3
inches wide and about 1/2 inch thick. These may be
tapered to about 1 inch at the ends, if desired.
2. Drill one hole 13 inches from one end of the
material, just large enough to fit over your J-Pole
pipe. Drill two additional holes, one 12 1/4 inches
from the center hole on one end, the other 20 1/4
inches from the center hole on the other end. These
holes should be just large enough to accommodate a
piece of aluminum or copper tubing, about 1/4 to 3/8
inch diameter. An element from a discarded TV
antenna is ideal.
3. Mount the insulators to your J-Pole element at
exactly 19 inches from the top of each section. If you
are using a double stacked J-Pole, it will be necessary
to temporarily unsolder the bottom Section to
accomplish this. The insulators may be mounted with
one or two angle brackets, held in place with a gear
type hose clamp and 6-32 bolts and nuts.
4. Install a director element 36.5 inches long in the
hole furthermost from the center hole. Install a 40.5
inch reflector element in the hole nearest the center
hole. Secure these in place with small brads, cotter
pins, cable ties, or whatever is convenient to you. Be
sure that the director and reflector elements are
directly above and below each other, BUT NOT
TOUCHING!, If a double J-Pole is used. There should
be about an inch separation between the ends of the
reflectors.
5. You now have a directional stacked collinear
antenna with about 11 db gain over a simple dipole,
with a very good front-to-back ratio. No changes are
necessary to the feed point or dimensions of the
original J-Pole. If you make only a single section
antenna, you will still have about 8 db gain, which is
nothing to sneeze at, considering the very low cost
and complications!
Aim it at that repeater that you have barely been able
to access, and notice the difference! Until next
month, happy constructing and best 73.
Max, KO4TV
- Max KO4TV

Board Meeting Minutes

Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Minutes - 06/16/2015 - Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bennett Pointe Grill, Durham
Attending: (y)Michael, KK4EIB, president; (y)Dee,
KU4GC, vice president; (y)MK, W4MKR, treasurer;
(y)Dan, KR4UB, secretary; (n)Charlie, NC4CD,
repeater manager; (y)Dave, W4SAR, field day
coordinator; (n)Paul, KE4OXN, hamfest chair;
(y)Skip, WB4P, past president; (y)Pete, K4PHS, atlarge member; (y)Bob, W4RWC, at-large member;
(y)Dan, KK4DMS, at-large member; (y)Karen,
KD4YJZ, at-large member
President: Michael, KK4EIB called the meeting to
order at 6:50pm.
REPORTS
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

Members: 96 (whose dues are current).
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB Per discussion at the
meeting, the minutes for the 05/05/15 Board and
06/02/15 Club Meetings will be distributed to board
members via email for review and approval.
Vice President – Dee KU4GC Dee opened the
discussion noting that club elections are coming up,
with the members voting at the August meeting.
Skip, WB4P volunteered to spearhead the nominating
committee. Interested people should contact Skip. In
addition to officers and board members, volunteers
willing to make the commitment and, with the
necessary skills, to maintain the DFMA Website and
publish the Link newsletter would be a welcome
addition.
Due to other commitments, Paul, KE4OXN hamfest
chair needs to step down from that position. A
motion was made with unanimous approval that Dan,
KK4DMS take on the DurHamFest chair
responsibility.
Again this year the 2015 DFMA/OCRA Field Day will
be graciously hosted by Wilson, W4BOH and family. A
$100.00 gift certificate purchased by DFMA with
OCRA reimbursing $50.00 of the cost will be
presented to Dee Anne, W4BOH XYL.
Dee made the call again for ham biographies for the
DFMA Link newsletter. This is an excellent way for
club members to get to know each other. Bio’s,
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including photographs from old and new hams alike
are requested.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD - Absent.
ARES - Dan, KK4DMS Dan reported that Mark Schell,
Durham Fire Marshal and Interim Director of
Emergency Management now has the role of
Emergency Coordinator. Dan, KK4DMS is acting as
ARES and AUXCOM coordinator until that position is
filled.
Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR Dave
reported that the band captains and overall site plans
are in place for field day. Friday, June 26 will be the
primary set up day beginning at 8AM. Dave has
obtained clarification from the ARRL that operation
out of permanent structures is not a problem with
“alpha” class battery operation.

Dee reported on DurHamFest. The club table did well
with a net return of $781.00 and, the food sales total
was $370.00. DurHamFest cleared a total of
$1140.00 even with the additional $415.00 for event
insurance coverage.
New Extra class hams from the DFMA Extra study
sessions include KK4DMS, Dan, KD4YJZ, Karen, and
KR4UB, Dan (and W4PEL, Pete, who passed his
before the end of the class at RARSfest). The next VE
session will be on June 13th at the Orange County
EOC.
The 2015 DFMA/OCRA Field Day will be on June 2728, at the same location as last year W4BOH, Wilson’s
QTH.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

NEW BUSINESS - None
Meeting adjourned at 7:30 pm.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 06/02/2015 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Barbeque, Durham
Attending: W4BOH, Wilson; KR4UB, Dan; W4SAR,
Dave; KD4YJZ, Karen; W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC, Dee;
KK4UNZ, Tucker; KK4DMS, Dan; K0OUX, Vic;
KM4JZA, Mike; WA2ROC, Dick; KM4IWI, WildBill;
KW4GP, Tim; KF4KHU, Jimmy; NA4VY, Dave; K2MZ
Duke & Nancy; NC4CD, Charlie; N2XZF, Paul; N4TSV,
Mario; KX4P, John; KM4JZC, Chuck & Mary; KF4LJZ,
Linda; KM4KRM, Matthew; W4ORD, Lad; Chris;
KE4HIH, Rhett; KE4QOZ, Joanna; KK4EIB, Michael;
KD4WNZ, Bill; KE4JYJ, Sue; AI4WJ, Rene; WA4OPI,
Jim & Gail; W4RWC, Bob; KE4UVJ, Don; WB4P, Skip
A total of 38 attending, 34 of them hams.
President: Michael, KK4EIB opened the meeting at
7:02pm with introductions.
REPORTS
Vice President – Dee, KU4GC
The next DFMA Club meeting will be on July 14th
at the Bennett Pointe Grill. This is a change of date
(2nd Tuesday of the month) and, a change of location
due to the annual 2 week closure of Bullock’s
Barbecue for summer vacation.

Members: 95 (whose dues are current).
Secretary - Dan, KR4UB - Dan requested all present
to make sure they had signed the attendance sheet
and to include any guest members.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD Charlie
reported that with site lease renewal now in place to
cover a 43 year term, focus can now be placed on
Hillsborough Repeater site improvements.
ARES - Dan, KK4DMS reported that the Department
of Defense is phasing out the US Navy-Marine Corps
Military Auxiliary Radio System (MARS) program.
Chris Jensen of Naval Computer and
Telecommunications Area Master Station Atlantic
(NCTAMS LANT) told ARRL that the Navy no longer
has any service-specific requirements for NavyMarine Corps MARS and is working within DoD to
transition the program into Army and Air Force
MARS by September 30. Navy members who operate
Winlink RMS, will have to change over to their new
MARS call sign and change their operating
frequencies to their new Service Winlink frequencies.
Due to other obligations Jim, NN4JW has resigned
from the Durham County AUXCOM Coordinator
position.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR See program
presentation below.
Door Prizes - Door prize winners were KE4UVJ, Don
- ARRL Repeater Listing, a gift courtesy of Karl
W4CHX, ARRL NC Section Manager; K2MZ, Duke AC/DC multimeter; KR4UB, Dan - magnifier, a gift of
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AC&DC Electronics, and WA4ROC, Dick - Home
Automation Book.
Program Presentation
The main program presentation was on the 2015
DFMA/OCRA Field Day, followed by club member
show and tell of ham related items.
Dave, W4SAR presented the 2015 Field Day plans,
starting off with the latest W4BOH Field Day site
layout. Last year the event achieved a #2 ranking in
the QRP category and of course this year the goal is to
be #1. We will be running Nine Alpha class on battery
power with 5 watts output to the antenna. Although
set up can start 8PM Thursday, June 26th, the
primary set up period is planned to begin 8AM Friday
morning. Wilson went over the parking and access
areas. Due to space limitations, vehicles not doing
major unloading should park on the shoulder of
Moorefields Road.
Field Day captains and co captains:
- 80M SSB - W3AHL located in the Steve’s RV
- 80M CW - KK4EIB, KM4ADJ in the “Land of Magic”
- 40M, 15M SSB - K4SAR, KV7D located in Joe’s trailer
- 40M, 20M, 15M 10M CW Ops - N1LN, W4BOH, et al
located in the MCU
- 20M SSB will be co-captained by W4SAR and
W4ORD, co-located with the digi station.
- 20M Digi - W4SAR - tent setup located at far end
near Dimmocks Mill Rd.
- 10M SSB, located in the Red Barn, will be captained
by Bob, W4RWC with Karen, KD4YJV assisting.
- 6M SSB and CW will be captained by Doug, KA5ETS,
co-located with Steve's 80M SSB station
Food and Refreshment Plans:
- Skip, WB4P will provide a buffet sandwich lunch
Friday noon for those participating in setup activities.
- There will be a potluck dinner Friday evening, with
Wilson, W4BOH at the barbecue grill, and the field
day setup crew signing up to bring a multitude of pot
luck specials. W4SAR and W4BOH are manning the
food signup list.
- The canteen operated by KU4GC, Dee and W4MKR,
M.K. will be set up at the garage.
- The Saturday evening meal will be served for a cost
of $5.00, to cover the cost of the meal and unlimited
water and soft drinks for Field Day participants.
- The canteen will also serve breakfast Sunday
morning for a cost of $5.00.
Those involved with the Friday setup will be needed
for the Sunday tear down.

Regarding extra field day points, an elected official,
the Orange County Sheriff has been invited to the site.
Youth ops (less than 20 years old), satellite contact
and natural power are other extra point options to be
pursued.
Refer to the DFMA web site http://www.dfma.org/
for further information.
Show and Tell:
- Tucker, KK4UNZ brought his 4-States QRP CW Easy
Keyer with memory, available as a kit for $45.00 at
http://www.4sqrp.com/index.php
- Wilson, W4BOH brought his Loudenboomer 60’s era
Linear Amplifier using a 3-400Z tube for 1KW output.
- Dee, KU4GC showed photographs of his new tower
constructed from large diameter EMT conduit by
Dewey, WA4AHR and Adriano, KV7D. Photographs
were also included of the antenna rotor power and
control cabling. The tower is approximately 36 feet
tall and will be used to support his hex-beam.
- Chuck, KM4JZC and Mary gave a demo of their dog’s
sweater, complete with Arduino controlled LED
multi-colored lighting covering the sweater.
- Matthew, KM4KRM brought his Vietnam era RTO
Marine Corp Field Antenna Handbook, which served
him well while in-country Vietnam.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH
For Sale: High Quality Coax
Wilson is usually putting together a bulk order for
high quality, LMR-400 equivalent coax. By ordering
full spools he can usually get it for about one half the
typical retail price. Contact him before buying larger
lengths on your own.

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
7/13
7/13
7/14
7/18
7/21
8/4

7pm VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bennett Pointe Grill
8am Cary Swapfest, Ritter Park, Cary
7pm DFMA Board Meeting
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ (with
Elections!)

Web Site: dfma.org
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73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

More Field Day Pictures

Dave (W4SAR) helping with the KV7D wire beam above
the pond Picture courtesy of KK4DMS

Dave (NA4VY) & Will, KK4JSA working 10m in the barn
loft
Picture courtesy of KK4DMS

Cooper Lamb in his home-made electric vehicle
gives Friendly (K9) a ride

Preparing to bring down the tower: Cooper Lamb, Lad
(W4ORD), Wilson (W4BOH), Peter (KM4DNU), Don
(KE4UVJ), hat, Chuck (KW4KZ)
Picture courtesy of KR3FM
Dan, KK4DMS staffs the information table
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and More Field Day Pictures

Gabe (KM4JYY) and Tucker (KK4UNZ) leave after visiting Derek
(W4DTB) operating PSK31 Picture courtesy of KR3FM

Dan (KR4UB) grounds the MCU body while
KU4GC provides shade
Picture courtesy of KR3FM

Adam (KK4JSC) logs while Gretta (KM4LCW) & Peter (KM4DNU)
make a contact in K4SAR’s camper

Dee Anne Lamb & Rhett (KE4HIH) share words
Picture courtesy of KR4UB

Don (KE4UVJ) & Karen (KD4YJZ) work 20m while Dave (W4SAR)
does PSK 31 Picture courtesy of KR3FM

